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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1028191A2] The stock inlet (10), at a papermaking or cardboard. production. machine, is given an additional dosed material flow by
sections, to set the composition of the pulp by at least one of the pulp suspension components, with an adjustable volume flow. The various section
flows (Qs), in sections across the machine width, are set by mixing a suspension of a higher density and a suspension flow of a lower density in an
adjustable ratio, and the sectional dosing flows are mixed with the section flows (Qs). In at least one section, a flow of a high density is added to
the low density flow at successive points to be mixed in at least one dosing flow. The additional dosing can be of a suspension with a high density
together with a low density suspension, to be mixed with the low density suspension flow. The added low density suspension can be mixed in a
cascade action with at least two dosing flows, and in a cascade action at the low density flow at two successive mixing points. The section dosing
flows are adjusted or reset to control at least one lateral profile characteristic of the fiber web (12), in an automatic action. The characteristic is
measured at the web (12), and the measured value is compared with a guide value, and the dosing flows are set or reset to bring the measured
values towards the guide values. The guide value is based on the concentration of water from the fourdrinier stage by sections, and the like. The
lateral web profile characteristic is set by a control algorithm, where the volume flow from each dosing flow is taken according to the product of
the characteristic value and a factor, set according to the retention. Where a multi-layer stock inlet is used, or a single stock inlet with a number
of different layers, the sections for the web composition are also affected through the web thickness. An Independent claim is included for a stock
inlet with at least one dosing channel for section dosing flows of at least one suspension component, with a controlled volume flow, to set the web
composition across the machine width. Preferred Features: The stock inlet has a system to give a controlled mixing of a suspension with a high
density with a low density suspension, in a variety of ratios and by sections, and at one or more mixing points. Control valves set the dosing flows.
The lateral profile characteristics of the web (12) are measured (24,26), for comparison with guide values, for the valves to be set according to a
control algorithm.
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